HEAR PLEA OF TRUDEAU

RICHARD HEADED GROUP OF FOUR WHO TOOK THIBODAUX FROM BED TO BAYOU BRIDGE

Parish Official Knocked Youth in Head With Pistol After Telling Him to Prepare for Hanging—Sheriff Now Seeking Protection of Rich Patrons.

ADDRESSES BAPTISTS

By D. W. TAYLOR

Further investigation conducted by the Louisiana Weekly revealed the fact that one of the leaders of the mob that attempted to Lynch Thibodaux was the deputy sheriff of Labadieville, Edouard Richard. When the youth finished with Moore and wanted Thibodaux, Richard, with three other men, went with him. Ariving at the home of Thibodaux's grandfather, Richard demanded entrance and upon approaching Thibodaux's house exclaimed, "Get up and dress! We are going to take you out and hang you. You are the men who wanted a relationship with a white woman." As Thibodaux fled out of bed Richard struck him in the head with his pistol.

OTHER SHOTS, TOO

While standing on the bridge, Thibodaux alleged that he recognized several other deputy sheriffs, including one from Basque, and also named a relative of the bridge tender as the man who received the rope from his neck.

Promised Sec. Protection

Says Police, Mayor, Chief Lodge, Moore, now new no Orleans, told the Louisiana Weekly representative that he had promised protection for his son, while he was incarcerated in the Napoleonville jail, by Sheriff Remont. According to Mr. Moore, sheriff Remont came to his home Wednesday, the day after his son was arrested, and told them that a crowd of men had come for Friday on the night before, and that he had ordered them to leave the house. He promised the Junoes as long as Friday was in his care, nothing would happen to him.

Left Another in Charge

After promising these things, Moore, sheriff Remont, was not at the jail when the mob arrived about 10 p.m. Wednesday night. Despite the 1931, a lynching planed for that night he had left the jail and gone to his home miles away. He left a deputy sheriff, who, according to our intelligence, was named LeBlanc, in charge of the jail. This is an aged man, aproximately

(Continued on Page 3)

Binga Denied New Trial, Defends Life Record; Will Appeal

Chicago, Nov. 8.—"I am no thief! I see an obstacle, and I am 12."

Looking the picture of health and vigor, despite the 15 years spent in the minors' home Monday and narrated the history of his revolt.

"In May before the Binga bank was closed, I was told that $100,000 worth of notes in currency and it was necessary to put more money into the bank, according to the directions of all.
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**Kottermann Serves the Community**

The Kottermann Furniture Store, located at Magazine and Marerro streets, is in the heart of the Jefferson Market district. This store has expanded to include complete furniture stores to be found in neighborhoods of the Crescent City.

Mr. Kottermann, proprietor of the store, is one of the most active civic workers in the market district. He is president of the Jefferson Market Merchants' association. It was through the efforts of Mr. Kottermann that the Lane mills were reopened shortly after the adoption of the codes when the employees and employers could not agree.

In an attempt to serve the community in which it is located, we find that the Kottermann Furniture Store has been very liberal in its policy to any borhood institution. Xavier High School and, at other times, Xavier College were loaned many pieces of furniture to use in plays. This furniture was loaned to the institutions and not for sale, and not a cent has ever been collected by Mr. Kottermann for any courtesy that his establishment was able to give.

Very high-grade furniture is on sale at all times at this store, and terms are made to suit the purchaser.

**SAYS HE WAS ROBBED**

It seems that Frank Lovecchia, 36 (24-04) Doleman, attempting to rob a foreign born, does not understand nor speak the American language with great fluency, and because of that difficulty the aged man is both saddler and wiser today.

It seems that as Mr. Lovecchia was passing a house located at 1316 Gravier street, Tuesday afternoon about 3:00 o'clock, a woman, whom he did not know, stepped out of his path. Not really understanding her, but thinking she was in trouble and being desirous of helping any one distressed, Mr. Lovecchia rushed into the house.

It seems that, once inside, he found a room in which two women and two men were participating. He was the grab bag prize, according to his story told first to police prefect, and then later when he entered the room, he was shot. The man who shot him escaped upon him, snatched his money bag, cut it open and took therefrom $41.00.

It seems that, following this robbery, the three persons escaped, but that the man who shot him saw them away. He reported the case to police, stating that he shot the man in self-defense after the man had attacked him.

**DR. E. W. KELLOGG**

Dr. E. W. Kellogg of New Orleans is reported to have been operating in the heart of the city district. His work is being performed in the hospital, and he is continuing to do so.

**WIFE ARRESTED**

Because her attempt was made by her husband, Mrs. Joe C. Allen, wife of the well-known Dr. E. W. Kellogg, was arrested for attempted murder. She is accused of威尼斯 the man who shot her husband.

**DOPE TRAFFIC**

Frank D. Crane, 30, of 311 Marigny street, is reported to have been arrested for traffic in narcotics.

**MURDER**

Washington, Oct. 23.-A request that the 50th anniversaries of the Republican National Convention be held in Chicago and New York City, respectively, was made at the opening of the convention by William Green, president of the A. F. of L., from Walter White, secretary of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. The N. A. A. C. P. telegram said further:

"These preferences are a grave menace not only to Negro labor, but to white labor as well, and the same principles are applicable indefinitely.

**CAR CRASH, DAMAGES**

Walter Dupuis, 22, who lives at 1025 North Liberty street, was killed at the Fifth Precinct police station on a charge of driving under the influence of alcohol, causing damage and not having an operator's license, when following a collision at St. Claude and St. Bernard avenues, he was driving drunk into another car. The driver of the other car was injured.

The police report states that the driver of the car that was hit was in an automobile accident on the previous night. He was hit by a car driven by Charles Davis, 23, who was playing in Indianapolis, and was arrested by Det. John J. Green, who currently appears as a "Gibson" in a local production of "The Law."